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Here is the best answer I can give you now to your question.  Sorry to hear about your broken foot.The LMH 

Co. has agreed in principle to allow us examination of the third of three first generation prints for study 

purposes (via telephone), to be finalized upon receipt of assurances in writing that the Review Board will not 

try to "take" that item.  Jeremy Gunn dispatched such a letter to LMH Co. on May 15, 1998, providing the best 

assurances he could, on his own, that we only want to examine it.Until we receive some kind of response to 

that letter, either formally or informally, I cannot answer your question as to what our schedule is for viewing 

the 3 copies and original together at NARA.Confirming our previous discussions, it is my understanding that 

when you examine this third (LMH Co.) first generation copy, you will study:	-Density (in comparison with the 

other two 1st gen. copies, and the original);	-Edge Print; and	-Will search for the Unique Punched Number in 

the carrier strip (per affidavits)--which, if present, in combination with other factors (such as edge print), could 

confirm the provenance of the film as first generation. Perhaps we should wait until July, to allow your foot to 

heal.  What do you think?  I think August would be too late, but perhaps as soon as possible after the July 4th 

holiday would be ideal now, since you were unavailable after June 17th anyway.  Let me know what your 

availability dates are in July. Photographic issues of concern to you (i.e., making photographic exhibits for 

scientific purposes for your reports) have been raised with LMH but are as yet 

unanswered.To:	Douglas_Horne @ jfk-arrb.govcc:	Toner @ Image.kodak.com (bcc: Douglas 

Horne/ARRB)From:	zavadarc @ netacc.net @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   Date:	05/19/98 10:15:45 PM 

CETSubject:	Visit to WashingtonDoug;  A complication in my proposed visit.  Yesterday I fell and brokemy left 

foot - the fifth metatarsel (sp?).  Will be in a walking bootcast, but need a couple of weeks of quiet healing 

before I becomeeffectively mobile.  Advise status of your plans and availability ofthird "Jamieson" print.  Sorry - 

Rollie 
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